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GALE IN CONTEXT:
BIOGRAPHY
MEET THE PEOPLE WHO MADE HISTORY

Gale In Context: Biography profiles the world’s most influential people. You’ll find premium
biographical entries, news articles, videos, and primary sources covering international figures from all
time periods and areas of study. Understand contemporary and historical figures, and inspire your own
life course with Biography.

PEOPLE OF INTEREST

BROWSE PEOPLE

SIGN IN

Discover trending individuals
featured in the banner. Use the
dots at the bottom or the arrows
on either side of the image
carousel to explore.

Explore figures highlighted
on the home page, or
click on Browse People
in the banner to view all
available profile pages.

Log in and use Send to… to
add documents to your Google
or Microsoft account.
Save your research and
access it anytime from
Google Drive™ or OneDrive™.

LEARN MORE at:
udlibsearch.lib.udel.edu

GALE IN CONTEXT BIOGRAPHY

SEARCHING CONTENT
Basic Search

Locate relevant results based on your search term(s).
Basic search is a good place to start your research.

Advanced Search

Customize your search with more limiting options to
target relevant results. You can use advanced search to
run complex searches for specific results, or to perform
open searches for a broad view of available content.
• Subject: Choose this field to search document
tags and find results fully focused on your topic. Try
subject if your basic search produces too
many results.
• Publication Title: Use this option to find articles or
documents from a particular publication like
USA Today.
• Entire Document: Pick this field to search within
the entire text of documents. This option performs
a broad search for any inclusion of your terms, so
you can find precise phrases within results, or locate
articles that mention specific individuals.
• Search Operators: Use these drop-downs to
connect your search terms. AND ensures your
results include both terms. OR broadens your search
to results mentioning either term. NOT
excludes a term.

Person Search

Specify characteristics like occupation, nationality, and gender, or enter a name to generate a list of matching figures
covered within Biography. This is a great way to discover individuals and identify topics for further research.

BROWSING CONTENT
Topic Pages

Access a one-stop portal of information focused on
frequently studied subjects. Topic pages begin with
a biographical overview and quick facts to build your
familiarity with a person. Additional content is organized,
so that you can easily continue exploring.
• Featured Content is hand-selected by Gale’s expert
editorial team. Use these results to understand the
broad context of individuals’ lives and impact.
• Biographies further build your background
knowledge of a figure.
• Videos, Images, and Audio provide engaging
coverage of individuals, and are perfect for use in
projects and presentations.
• Magazines and News articles from premium
international sources present recent and popular
depictions with new results added every day.
• Academic Journals deliver advanced analysis of
a person’s work, life, and professional impact from
scholarly and peer-reviewed publications.
• Primary Sources, Websites, and other results
enhance your understanding of interesting people.

